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Abstract
Here is considered application of Spin(m) groups in theory of quantum control of chain with
spin- 12 systems. It may be also compared with m-dimensional analogues of Bloch sphere, but has
nontrivial distinctions for chain with more than one spin system.
1 Introduction
It is convenient to use sphere to represent state of
one spin-1/2 system. It is so called Bloch or Poincare´
sphere. The state of space of n spin-1/2 systems is
complex Hilbert space with dimension 2n, but due
to normalization condition there are 2n − 1 complex
or 2 (2n − 1) real parameters. So for n = 1 there are
2 = 2(21 − 1) real parameters, e.g. two Euler an-
gles describing point on surface of sphere. Any uni-
tary transformation of spin-1/2 system corresponds
to rotation of Bloch sphere in agreement with 2→ 1
isomorphism of groups SU(2) and SO(3).
Figure 1: Bloch sphere.
For n > 1 there is no such convenient visualiza-
tion of space of all states with higher dimensional
spheres1, but exist some interesting subspaces with
such property. The subspaces are important for the-
ory of quantum computations and control, because
for some physical systems they may correspond to
simpler accessible set of physical states.
2 Rotations and Spin groups
Let us consider for chain with n qubits set with 2n
Hermitian matrices
e2k = σz ⊗ · · · ⊗ σz︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
⊗ σx ⊗ 1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−k−1
,
e2k+1 = σz ⊗ · · · ⊗ σz︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
⊗ σy ⊗ 1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−k−1
.
(1)
The set is well known in quantum mechanics due
to Jordan, Wigner and Weyl works [1], because op-
erators
ak =
e2k + ie2k+1
2
, a†k =
e2k − ie2k+1
2
(2)
(i.e., 2n × 2n complex matrices) provide represen-
tation of canonical anticommuting relations (CAR)
{ak,aj} = {a
†
k,a
†
j} = 0, {ak,a
†
j} = δkj . (3)
On the other hand, Eq. (1) may be used for con-
struction Spin(2n) and Spin(2n+1) groups [2]. The
Spin(2n + 1) groups has 2 → 1 isomorphism with
group of rotations SO(2n + 1) and so for n = 1 we
have usual model with Bloch sphere and group SO(3)
of three-dimensional rotations of the sphere.
1But see Note on page 3.
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Z(k)-bus
X(k)X(k+1)-busY(2)-gate
Figure 2: Scheme of spin chain with control buses.
For n > 1 it is also possible to consider groups
Spin(2n+ 1) and SO(2n+ 1), but they may not de-
scribe all possible transformations of system with n
qubits. Such transformations may be described by
huge group SU(2n) with dimension 4n−1, but group
SO(2n+1) has dimension (2n+1)n and only for n = 1
both numbers coinside:
n 1 2 3 4 5 10
(2n+ 1)n 3 10 21 36 55 210
4n − 1 3 15 63 255 1023 1048575
The Eq. (1) are Hermitian matrices and may be
considered as set of 2n Hamiltonians for system with
n qubits. If to use only these Hamiltonians for con-
trol of system, then unitary evolution belong only
some subgroup of So ⊂ SU(2
n), i.e., the control
is not universal. Despite the subgroup So belongs
to such exponentially big space, it is ismorphic to
Spin(2n + 1) [3] and due to usual relation of Spin
groups with rotations of 2n + 1-dimensional hyper-
sphere may be considered as higher dimensional ana-
logue model of Bloch sphere rotations.
It should be mentioned, that together with So ⊂
SU(2n), So ∼= Spin(2n + 1), it is also useful to con-
sider (maybe more familiar) even subgroup Se ⊂ So,
Se ∼= Spin(2n) [2, 3]. The subgroup is generated by
even elements dk = iekek+1
d2k = 1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
⊗ σz ⊗ 1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−k−1
, (4a)
d2k+1 = 1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
⊗ σx ⊗ σx ⊗ 1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−k−2
. (4b)
Now it is possible to add any operator ek, say
e0 = σx ⊗ 1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−1
, (5)
to provide control on So and it was shown in [3], that
it is enough to add also any third (or fourth) order
operator like ekelem, say
e0e1e3 = 1⊗ σy ⊗ 1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−2
, (6)
to provide universal control, whole group SU(2n).
The subgroup Se also may be generated by Her-
mitian bilinear combinations of fermionic annihila-
tion and creation operators Eq. (2), i.e.
aja
†
k + aka
†
j , ajak + a
†
ka
†
j. (7)
It should be mentioned, that Eq. (2) and Eq. (7)
here should be considered rather from point of view
of simulation of quantum control and computations
with fermionic systems [4, 5], because most methods
used above may be applied to arbitrary system of
n qubits and are not related directly with fermionic
statistic of particles in spin chain.
The note about simulation may be quite essential,
say in usual fermionic systems [5] as well as in linear
optics KLM [6] model of quantum computing (close
related with the fermionic operators [7]) appearance
of the group Se generated by bilinear combinations
produces specific difficulty. Really, universal control
suggest exponentially big space of parameters (4n),
but group Se has dimension only quadratic with re-
spect to number of systems (dimSe = 2n
2 − n <
dimSo = 2n
2 + n≪ dimSU(2n) = 4n − 1).
For spin chain considered here the problem with
non-universality is not so essential, because it is
enough to use Hamiltonians Eq. (5) and Eq. (6) to
extend group Se to exponentially big group of uni-
versal control. And the two extra Hamiltonian are
simply one-qubit rotations σx and σy with first and
second qubit and so complexity of realization for such
operations may not exceed analogous operations d2k
with Hamiltonian σz Eq. (4a).
On the other hand, in fermionic computations
and linear optics, analogues of operators with higher
order like Eq. (6) may not be realized so simply
because need physical processes with very law am-
plitude, like nonlinear γ + γ interactions. So spin
chain not only may simulate some fermionic or optic
computations and control available for modern state
of technologies, but also some currently inaccessible,
very weak processes.
2
Using modern jargon whole universal set of gates
considered above may be denoted
I) Z(k + 1) = d2k,
II) X(k + 1)X(k + 2) = d2k+1
X(1) = e0
III) Y (2) = e0e1e3,
(8)
(see Fig. 2), where gate X(1) for simplicity consid-
ered as part of X(k+1)X(k+2)-bus. In such a case
buses I and II with 2n gates generate subgroup So
and may be associated with control of rotations in
dimension D = 2n+ 1.
Such method let us not only model some pro-
cesses in linear optics and fermionic systems, but
also decomposes difficult task of control with expo-
nentially big group SU(2n) on simpler task of control
with groups SO(2n) or SO(2n+ 1) and SO(2).
Let us consider structure of group So with more
details. Unitary matrices from groups So and Se may
be represented as
{
U ∈ Se
∣∣∣U = exp(
2n−1∑
j=0
j−1∑
k=0
bkjekej
)}
, (9)
{
U ∈ So
∣∣∣U = exp(i
2n−1∑
j=0
bjej +
2n−1∑
j,k=0
k<j
bkjekej
)}
. (10)
The number of parameters is in agreement with
dimensions mentioned above dimSe = 2n
2 − n,
dimSo = 2n
2 + n.
On the other hand, due to general defininion of
group for any U1, U2 ∈ So product U1U2 ∈ So, but
iek = exp(i
pi
2 ek) ∈ So and so 2n elements ek and all
22n possible products of the elements (up to insignif-
icant multiplier i) belong to So.
The 22n products of ek are simply 4
n possible
tensor products with n terms. Each term is either
Pauli martix or 2×2 unit matrix. It is discrete Pauli
group, widely used in theory of quantum computa-
tions [8].
So the discrete Pauli group with 4n elements is
subgroup of continuous group So. The property
show, that So has rather nontrivial structure, be-
cause matrices from Pauli group are basis in 4n di-
mensional space of matrices and so convex hull of So
is also 4n-dimensional.
Anyway, So may be described as subspace of
SU(2n) isomorphic to SO(2n + 1) and so quantum
control with exponentially big space of parameters
may be considered as alternating of control over
“winding” subspace So isomorphic to SO(2n + 1)
and one-parametric rotations eiαY (2). The control
over So represented on Fig. 2 by two buses and one-
parametric rotations as one “exceptional” gate.
Note (June 2005) It should be mentioned a spe-
cific case, corresponding to two qubits and not dis-
cussed in presented paper. Due to ‘sporadic’ isomor-
phism
SU(4) ∼= Spin(6)
transformations of two qubits may be associated with
rotations of 6D sphere and so it is also relevant to
considered theme. It may be described using so-
called Klein correspondence and Plu¨cker coordinates
(introduced first in few papers written between 1865
and 1870 by F. Klein and J. Plu¨cker, see R. Penrose
and W. Rindler, Spinors and Space-Time, vol.2,
Spinor and Twistor Methods in Space-Time Geome-
try, Cambridge Univ. Press 1986), but it should be
discussed elsewhere.
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